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This workbook, “Calming the Anger Within,” was developed to help anyone who 

wants to change their unhealthy tendencies of angry and even aggressive 

tendencies when triggered by people and events. It takes the reader step-by-step 

through many areas, allowing individuals to consider “How did I get this way?” 

and “How can I get un-stuck?” 

Unit 1, Assessment and Basics, includes an individual assessment of different 

types or categories of anger, from loud and intense to control-based and 

revengeful. Also included are common myths about anger, as well as the truths 

about anger that are often hard to believe. Readers find themselves assessing 

their escalation styles using the “Anger Volcano.” Bodily signs of escalations are 

noted and new tools are developed to moderate escalations. Learning how to use 

the C.A.L.M.ing technique is unique to this model of anger management. 

Unit 2, Cognitions, identifies unhealthy thought processes and attitude problems 

that generate unhealthy behaviors in relationships. The underlying reasons for 

anger problems are explored, again using the graphics of the Anger Volcano. 

Using the stress-coping thoughts is an important tool to help readers counteract 

the negative and destructive thoughts that are so much a part of an angry mind. 

Unit 3, Stress, explores the underlying stressful undertones of anger problems. A 

stress assessment helps identify current stressors; stress management basics 

helps to identify simple yet important ways to counteract stress. 

Units 4 and 5, Communication I, Communication II and Conflict Resolution, take 

the reader on a tour of the basics of communication, using active listening and 

respectful responding skills, respectful assertiveness skills, and ways to deal with 

difficult people. It also helps the reader identify destructive and constructive 

communication as well as encouraging and discouraging words.  

Unit 6, Putting It All Together, identifies some personality characteristics such as 

perfectionism and impatience that may increase tendencies toward anger. It 

explores what healthy anger looks like as well as some interesting reflections on 

attitude problems and the journey of a positive attitude. This unit ends with the 

development of an anger management plan to be used and implemented in the 

person’s daily life in order to change unhealthy habits to more constructive ones. 
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CALMing the Anger Within can also be ordered via phone by contacting 

Mary Jo Faustgen, MA, LMFT at 651-286-8509 
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